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NVTA has aligned an offer with EFS LLC to bring you a comprehensive fleet fuel card offering.
The NVTA fleet card is not a credit or debit card but a robust fuel and products purchase
instrument allowing you to consolidate and control all fuel, maintenance and other tractor or
vehicle related expenditures in a secure, cash price or less, card platform. With additional
real-time level 3 transaction data capture and robust reporting you are able to eliminate the
manual task of keeping up with fuel and other business related receipts while having real-time
insights for fleet managers or business owners. The importance of level 3 data is the ability to
present all the data elements to the taxing authorities to paint your fuel tax picture in
conjunction with your ELD or telematics program. This is a feature you can’t match regardless
of rewards points when paying more money at the pump to use a credit card.
Fleet fuel cards provide additional benefits and data far beyond the capability of credit or debit
cards or cash by helping you create policies to control spend according to card limits, day or
time limits, product purchase limits either globally or down to the individual card level. Only a
fleet fuel card can offer you point of sale fuel discounts.
NVTA has procured strategic point of sale fuel discounts with major fuel suppliers to offer their
members the buying power that NVTA members want. Membership can help you actively drive
down your net cost of fueling through NVTA’s merchant relationships and tools like the Card
Control mobile app to direct you to the lowest priced locations on a route or in an area. Carrier
Control mobile app allows you to manage and monitor your fleet activities on the go with
nothing more than a smartphone.
Whether you are an owner operator, small or medium-sized fleet, the NVTA fleet fuel card is
loaded with the technology it takes to lower fuel costs, track and account for all vehicle spend,
lower vehicle maintenance costs, reduce time spent auditing fuel receipts, and lessen the load
and risk on your fuel tax compliance needs.
Become an NVTA member today to enjoy these and many other benefits!

